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Mary Murphy: Okay, so it is Monday, March 18. I’m here in Pembroke Hall to do another oral 

history interview with a soon to be Brown University alumnae. My name is Mary Murphy and 

I’m the Nancy L. Buc Pembroke Center Archivist and I will be hosting this interview today. I’m 

now going to ask my interviewee to introduce herself. Welcome.  

 

Yema Yang: Hi, my name is Yema Yang. Like Mary said, I’m going to be graduating this 

spring, which is exciting. What else should I talk, like what I do? Like –  

 

MM: Let’s kick it off.  

 

YY: Okay. 

 

MM: So I like to run, as I mentioned before we started recording, chronologically.  

 

YY: Yeah.  

 

MM: So if you are comfortable, let’s step back to years before you came to Brown. 

 

YY: Cool. 

 

MM: I’d like to hear a little bit about your upbringing. Where were you born and raised? A little 

bit about your family. [1:00] Let’s kick it off with some context.  

 

YY: Okay. So I was born in New York City, New York. But then I, like when I was six months 

old, I was moved, because I didn’t really move per se, but like I I’ve moved to California, the 
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Bay Area, California. And in terms of, and then I just grew up in the Bay Area all my life. So 

there’s that and then my – 

 

MM: What year were you born? When is your birthday?  

 

YY: Oh! I was, I was born February 19, 1997. Yeah. And my parents, I have immigrant parents 

from Myanmar. And I have an older brother who is like one and a half years older than I am.  

 

MM: Okay. Can you tell us a bit about your parents coming to the States?  

 

YY: Yeah. So I don’t remember the years that they came, but [2:00] they both, my dad came 

more so because he knew that life in the states would be better than in Myanmar because at the 

time that when he left, it was still run by the dictatorship, there was a lot of political turmoil, it 

was pretty violent at times. And then my mom came as well although her reasons are like a little 

blurrier. So they ended up both being doctors here in the States, as well. And that was definitely 

a struggle for them. And, and especially because they’re immigrants, and there’s a language 

difference there. But, yeah. 

 

MM: Did they have to repeat their own schooling here in the States? Or how did that actually 

happen?  

 

YY: I don’t know as much about my mom because my dad’s really more of the storyteller in 

terms of that, but he actually had to go to like, [3:00] first he became like a doctor in Myanmar. 

And then he became a doctor in Taiwan and then, and then he became a doctor in the United 

States. So yeah, you could say he had to repeat schooling. And my mom did as well. I actually I 

don’t know if my mom was a doctor in Myanmar. But yeah, so, so they definitely had to go 

through quite a few trials and tribulations to be here.  

 

MM: Do you have family and relatives still in Myanmar? 
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YY: I don’t know. I think I have an aunt in Taiwan, but I’m not sure. If, I probably have like 

more distant like family in Myanmar, but probably not [4:00] like immediate because more of 

my immediate family’s here. So, yeah.  

 

MM: Okay, so you’re in the Bay Area in the late 1990s. Born in the Clinton era, right? So tell us 

about your childhood in the Bay Area, what was it like then? 

 

YY: I think I grew up in like very suburban areas. I was more East Bay. So it was, especially 

because my family had a particular concern about like safety and like good schooling. They, they 

put me in like very specific neighborhoods so to speak. And so I just remember growing up very 

protected by my parents. And I didn’t really have, I had problems, but it wasn’t like, like I [5:00] 

never had to worry about money or food or things like that, like we were pretty comfortable I 

would say. Yeah, and I think really there wasn’t a lot of turmoil in my childhood from, from like 

those circumstances 

 

MM: Have you, does it strike you – this is kind of jumping forward, but we’ll go back – the 

differences that have taken hold across San Francisco as you became an adult like economically 

that city has really changed, right? Do you sense that? 

 

YY: Sometimes yes and sometimes not. 

 

MM: Like when you’re visiting? 

 

YY: I think like it might be more visible in a place like San Francisco, but because we were more 

in like suburbia, like east –  

 

MM: Outside the ring. 

 

YY: I don’t think – it felt like more bubbles were like, it was, it was like more populated with 

like middle income folks, rather than like seeing the whole spectrum of class. [6:00] So I 

haven’t, I don’t really see a lot of lower income folks. So I don’t know if that’s very accurate to 
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the world. But I do think, I do think like, the climate or like the culture has definitely changed. 

So there’s that. I don’t know if that answers your question.  

 

MM: So you, you’re, you said that your parents kept good protection of you and that was prized 

by them. Tell us about your education in the Bay Area. Did you attend public schools? Tell us 

about that experience. Grade School and high school.  

 

YY: Yeah, in grade school I, I went to all public schools throughout like my whole life. So I 

went to grade school up until, okay, so in one town, I [7:00] stayed there up until fifth grade. So I 

was there for K through five. And then I moved to another town because their high school was 

better. And so my parents were like very cognizant of how in the previous town, it wasn’t as 

great, the high school there. So they purposely moved us to this new town just for that high 

school. Even though I was younger, my brother was two grades ahead of me. And so they were 

thinking for him too. And so I moved to another town for my middle school and high school 

years. And those were also public schools, although that, that place was interesting, because a lot 

of people had moved there for the better schools. And so there are a lot of kind of more 

academically rigorous folks there, which made the place more competitive. Although I was in 

my own kind of social bubble and it didn’t really make that much of a difference to me because I 

was doing kind of a very similar thing whichever school I went to, [8:00] but I could definitely 

see the differences. 

 

MM: Were you dedicating your grade school and high school career to like extracurricular 

academics in a sense? Were you doing special you know, clubs or, or what were you involved in 

in high school, if anything?  

 

YY: In high school?  

 

MM: Grade school, high school.  

 

YY: Grade school I didn’t really do much mostly because my parents are immigrants and so they 

weren’t really familiar with this idea of like extracurriculars per se and like what that was really 
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for. In high school though, like I dabbled with some things growing up like, like swimming and 

badminton, but those didn’t really last very long. In high school I did, I started getting more into 

like volunteering kind of things more because I was like, pre–med. But I think, so I ended up 

being president of like two clubs and like [9:00] I was on like the Parent Teacher Student 

Association as like recording secretary or something. [laughter] 

 

MM: Did these have deep meaning to you? 

 

YY: I think in some ways they do even though I seem a little more dismissive of it now. 

 

MM: Yeah. 

 

YY: I think like, so for example, the recording secretary thing, like it wasn’t the most glamorous 

job by any means, but it was really interesting that I was like the only student on this whole 

PTSA board. And I think it was also kind of a marker for me because I originally didn’t really 

want to do it. I didn’t want to apply. I didn’t want to go on the board. I didn’t want to talk to 

adults. And I was kind of more in my shell, but my mom really encouraged me to, like try it and 

to like, do that leadership and I think it’s really interesting because my mom also encouraged me 

to do like a leadership class when I was in eighth grade. And so here she was like, being like, 

“Oh, like, you should definitely go for this,” and I was like, [10:00] I don’t know. She like really 

had to push me. She also had to like push me to dance but like, like, like a dance class like as my 

PE credit which seemed out there for me as well.  

And it was really interesting because I don’t communicate with my mom that much 

because there’s that like communication difference. And like even though they speak English it’s 

like not, like I’m talking to you in a way that I don’t really talk with them.  

 

MM: Yeah.  

 

YY: And so, and like that’s fine, like they’re not lesser for that. It’s just like different people 

different ways of talking and so I don’t have that like, stereotypical bond with my parents where 

like I tell them every single thing that’s going on in my lives. And I used to be really 
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disappointed about that, because it seemed really nice, but oddly enough, even in those, in those 

times, my mom was able to kind of like push me a little and I think it really made the difference 

and that’s why I think they’re still meaningful because the record secretary [11:00] thing made 

me feel more comfortable being in meetings and like doing logistic things and like speaking my 

mind in a group of folks that I wouldn’t really interact with. And then when I was like a senior, I 

believe, or junior senior somewhere in there, like when I was an upperclassman, I ended up 

applying and getting the position of like co president of Interact Club. And then my senior year, I 

also founded Poetry Club, and I was president of that. And so I kind of like see this, I see those 

moments as like, a build up toward me feeling comfortable doing those things, even though I 

don’t see myself as like the stereotypical like, extroverted, like super charismatic, like can talk to 

everyone all the time person, but I could still have my own leadership style. And I think that’s 

definitely followed me into today where I’m doing other extracurriculars that follow that theme.  

 

MM: To hear that your mom is a doctor, and that she encouraged you to do these things, do you, 

it sounds like [12:00] she is a woman in leadership or believes in that. Is that?  

 

YY: Yeah, I think –  

 

MM: I don’t know if I would apply the word “feminism,” but is she, does she identify with 

feminism?  

 

YY: I don’t know if I would even– 

 

MM: That’s maybe a weird word to use.  

 

YY: I guess like, I know where your train of thought is going, but it’s hard to apply it to my 

parents were like, like they had to fight for their civil rights at all, and like, feminism wasn’t 

really like a thing, per se. But I definitely would say like, my mom kind of follows that like, 

outline like, like my mom – She’s a doctor here, but like when she was in Myanmar, like she 

started her own, like pharmaceutical business and she’s like very independent.  
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MM: Yes. 

 

YY: Like she does a lot of things by herself. And like, I think, yeah, she just like got involved 

with things and has like a very I don’t know if I would say rebellious is the right word, but like 

[13:00] very passionate spirit in some sense. And so I think like, for whatever reason, she saw 

that leadership is important. I think maybe part of it was that she saw it in me. And she saw, and 

this is with my dad to, like, they see something in me that they cannot be anymore because like 

they’re older and they have that language barrier. Like they would tell me a lot growing up, 

they’re like, “Oh, you can be a leader. Like we can’t because we have a communication barrier, 

but you can.” And so I think that’s part of the reason they also kind of like with that faith, and 

with that belief in my potential, they kind of pushed me in that way.  

 

MM: The value of language, or the complexity of language. That’s interesting. So as you move 

through your high school years, suddenly the idea of where, where am I going to go to college? 

How is this going to work? Comes into view. [14:00] Tell us about that time.  

 

YY: Yeah, I think growing up, I had two parents who are doctors, and my brother was also kind 

of pre–med. So I was like, I will also be pre–med because it is, I’m Buddhist, and that plays into 

this and that. There’s like certain jobs that are not really encouraged, like jobs that require like 

any kind of, like killing of animals or killing of beings or some sort, which like makes sense. But 

like, like, for example, being a butcher would be out of the question or this would not be really 

good. And so like a doctor was a pretty safe job in that respect, and was very kind of coveted or 

noble in the Chinese Burmese Buddhist population. And so I grew up wanting to be a doctor and 

I figured I had, I was very much prepped for it, because I, [15:00] I knew all the sacrifices and all 

the hard work my parents had, had kind of put in to position me in the way that I was. Like, even 

though I didn’t internalize it like this when I was younger looking back like they definitely made 

sure I never had to worry about money that I could all, that I could always, that I could always 

focus on my studies, like I never had to worry about working for extra money. Or things like 

that. Like, and I think looking back at that, that was very valuable.  

But so, so growing up, I wanted to be a doctor and looking ahead for college my dad 

found out about these combined medical school programs like BS/MD, BA/MD programs and 
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like the [Program in Liberal Medical Education?] program here. So as we started researching, my 

brother was, went first so my dad kind of already went through this whole round with my 

brother. 

 

MM: Okay. Did your brother go to Brown?  

 

YY: No. He went to a different combined program at another school. But I, so but for me, we 

[16:00] had looked even broad, more, more broadly because my dad already had experience with 

my brother and my tastes were also different than my brother. So I looked at Brown’s PLME 

program, which was actually my number one program that I wanted to get into.  

 

MM: Okay, so let me slow you down here because this is a place where a person listening from 

afar won’t, won’t get so –  

 

YY: Yeah. 

 

MM: What are you talking about when you talk about this program? Tell me, pretend like I know 

nothing.  

 

YY: Yeah. So the combined medical programs so like a, there’s like bachelor programs, right 

like this like, like regular undergraduate programs like bachelor of arts or bachelor of science, so 

BA or BS, respectively. But then MD is like for your medical degree. And so when I say 

BA/MD or BS/MD it’s like with the slash in the middle and those are really more so that– it 

depends on the program, but it’s basically so that it’s like a, like a direct path to medical school 

because normally medical school is [17:00] like very difficult to say the least to get into. Like, 

you have to do the MCAT, you like, you have to do all this shadowing of other doctors, like 

there’s a lot of other work that you have to do just as when you apply to any other school. And so 

these programs, a lot of people are dying to get into them so that they don’t have to do the 

MCAT or they don’t have to do certain requirements. Like it depends on the program. Some are 

like better than others, but it’s basically just a more direct path for folks who definitely know 

they want to become a doctor. But because of that, too, these medical programs are very 
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competitive. And I think some of them have like higher, like lower acceptance rates than like for 

Harvard. So it’s like very, very difficult to get into and like not a lot of people know about them, 

but the people that do are like really brilliant. So it’s like a –  

 

MM: Stiff [18:00] competition.  

 

YY: Very stiff competition. And, and it’s for people who are supposedly very, very serious about 

becoming a doctor. So that’s, you know, the PLME program here. The Program in Liberal 

Medical Education, I think is the full name for it. And so, I really wanted to come to that 

program here at Brown. Is that – 

 

MM: Yes.  

 

YY: Enough context? 

 

MM: Your dad, so your dad basically gets wind of the fact that this type of program exists. And 

then were you looking at, were you only looking at Brown or did you look at other schools as 

well? 

 

YY: Knowing that the acceptance rates for them were so low and that it was so competitive I like 

really just cast the net wide. Like I think I ended up applying to more than 20 schools or 

something like that.  

 

MM: Okay, that must have been an incredible amount of work just getting through the 

application process.  

 

YY: Oh, yeah, it was, it was a really rough [19:00] time, but my dad was very convinced that 

like, if we put in this work now it would save us the work later, right? Because we wouldn’t have 

to do the MCAT in some cases, we could be more lenient about our GPA, and, and so there was 

like more certainty in those respects. So yeah, it was definitely very difficult. It was a very trying 

time. Because in order to apply for the program, you had to apply for all the undergraduate 
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programs first, and then it was like a supplement thing where you had to like do more essays or 

whatever for, for the program. So they really, they really make you work to get in.  

 

MM: So that was probably a year of your life where you’re just, six months, at least – 

 

YY; Oh yeah. 

 

MM: Where you’re moving through just the application process.  

 

YY: Yeah, for sure. Like I remember I had like a physical like sheet of like the schools and like 

the progress and like, which I needed to do. And so that was a really rough time in my life where 

all I could really think about was applications like you, I think it was one thing for people in my 

class [20:00] to be thinking about “where do I go for undergraduate?” And like, here I was being 

like, “haha, where am I going to go for the next eight years of my life?” So there was like the 

level, a different level of commitment and a different level of fear because I knew how 

competitive it was. So yeah.  

 

MM: So you, did you have support from your school at the time like your teacher? I mean, this is 

in addition to your school work, right? You’re just like moving through this, did your teachers 

know you were going through this process and how rigorous it was?  

 

YY: Yes, Yes, they did. Because I asked a couple of them for rec letters because rec letters were 

definitely needed for these programs. My counselor at school helped me a lot with them in terms 

of like, organizing or if I had questions or just like, my counselor also was there for me for non–

academic things as well. So she was really helpful. Yeah. 

 

MM: Do you want to say any more about her? Was she a shining light in your life? Some people 

[21:00] have these figures in their life that are important or no?  
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YY: I think she was important, but I also think there were other folks who made other more 

significant contributions, which isn’t to like, take away from how much she helped me, but like, I 

think I’m good with that.  

 

MM: Okay. So, you apply, you’re moving through the process, and then what happened?  

 

YY: So I apply to like 20 plus schools or whatever. It was like 22 or 23. Like it was somewhere 

around there. And I think I got a few interviews and when I say a few I really mean like a few, 

like, less than three or something, like it was not looking too hot. It was super disappointing. 

Yeah, I, I like flew out to a few places for interviews. Didn’t get those. I went to St. Louis 

University for, basically I like got accepted. And that was like the only one though like, so one 

out of like the 23 that I applied to [22:00] I got into and that was the same one my brother got 

into.  

 

MM: Okay, great. At least yeah –  

 

YY: There was that, but I also already knew because I had seen my brother there that I didn’t 

like that school that much. Like, like medical school or not like I wasn’t going to go to the school 

just for that. So basically, I wasn’t going to any combined program now, right like so I had 

planned for all of this and now I was just like, well, I guess I’m not doing it anymore because I 

don’t want to go to the one that I got into. And then I didn’t get into any others. And it was really 

devastating at that point, because I, I thought I had tried so hard. And I did, but it was just kind 

of a letdown. But it was interesting because like I, I applied for Brown and I got waitlisted from 

Brown, so I didn’t even get, I don’t even think I got considered for the PLME program because – 

 

MM: You were waitlisted. 

 

YY: I was waitlisted. So and I’m pretty sure they probably only look at the accepted pool first. 

[23:00] So, yeah, everything was kind of like I don’t know if I’m allowed to curse in this 

interview? 
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MM: Yes, you can, yeah. 

 

YY: It was just shit. [laughter] 

 

MM: Yes, yeah. [laughter] 

 

YY: You know? 

 

MM: Yeah, yeah.  

 

YY: To put it frankly. So yeah, that was a rough time.  

 

MM: I mean, that was so taken really strength, emotional strength, as the letters came in.  

 

YY: Oh yeah, it was just rejection after rejection. Yeah, and I kept feeling like I wasn’t good 

enough, like so on and so forth. Another kind of my top programs was the BS/MD program at 

University of California, San Diego. So UCSD. Didn’t even get an interview for that either. Like 

it was, it was really rough. And so what ended up happening was like, well, now all these 

medical schools are out of the water, right? Like I can’t, I can’t, I’m like not doing it any more. 

So now it was just down to undergrad.  

 

MM: Yeah.  

 

YY: And even then, [24:00] my options weren’t looking so hot, right? Like, I got waitlisted for 

Brown, I think I got waitlisted for UCLA, rejected from UC Berkeley. And basically the best, 

quote unquote best schools that I got into, the best school that I got into was UC San Diego just 

undergrad. Like no scholarship or anything I think. And I was devastated not because I thought 

that highly of myself, or maybe I did, but it was also just kind of like damn, like I shot all the 

way up here and now like I’ve really just, now I’m just going to an undergrad like everyone else 

like in the UC system is kind of the way I felt about it. And so I ended up committing to UCSD 
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for that March, that May 1st deadline. And then a few weeks later, I got a call from the Brown 

admissions office and they told me I got off the waitlist, which is why I’m even here [25:00]   

talking to you.  

 

MM: You must have been thrilled.  

 

YY: Yeah. 

 

MM: Were you? Or were you thrilled? I should ask you how did you feel? 

 

YY: I think like yes, I was thrilled like literally after they called me I like I laid on the ground 

and screamed because I like couldn’t believe it. I really felt like I had even like made peace with 

going to UCSD and like grown to love it. You know, like I was like, oh, like it’s really nice there 

–  

 

MM: It’s beautiful. 

 

YY: Like it has all these programs like I can like work my way around. I can like just figure out 

other things to get to where I want. And actually it’s funny because when, when they called me I 

didn’t even make the instantaneous option to, to drop UCSD. And part of that was because as 

much as I loved Brown, and as much as it seemed like a no duh kind of thing I, I really thought 

about it because even though I didn’t get a scholarship for UCSD it was a hell of a lot cheaper 

because it was in state tuition.  

 

MM: Absolutely. 

 

YY: Flights would be a lot cheaper, like [26:00] I would be closer to my parents like you would 

be with people I knew. Like it was kind of this, it was basically this situation of like, do I leave 

the bubble or not? Or like do I want, am I ready to leave the bubble or not? Because like I knew 

so many people who were going to UC San Diego like it wasn’t that far from where I was like it 

was just sort of Southern California rather than Northern California. Like it would, like I could 
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hypothetically drive down there like it was, it was more close to home for sure. And so I 

definitely also sat on it because I didn’t, I also wanted to be cautious of like just jumping on to 

the Brown train for the sake of notoriety or like this Ivy League namesake like oh, like, of 

course, I’m going to Brown like it’s an Ivy League. Like I didn’t want to do that because it was 

more important to me rather than like this label or this brand that I fit with, kind of the inner 

workings of that school and I [27:00] I think there’s also a sense of like I, I guess I just wanted to 

be cautious about that decision and when I told people some people were like confused, but I just 

it seemed like such an important decision that I shouldn’t just make on the fly. So I ended up 

visiting Brown I think actually during like commencement week, or senior week, or 

commencement weekend, last minute so I could like see what the campus was like before I made 

a decision because I never even – I was waitlisted right so I never got, I never went to ADOCH, I 

never went to ADOCH, I never visited or went on any tours, like this was the first time I went.  

 

MM: And the campus is so wild during that time.  

 

YY: Yeah, and empty in a sense because everyone else is gone.  

 

MM; Abnormal. Definitely abnormal. 

 

YY: I went and I like showed up on the main green and within a couple minutes, like, like, like a 

while just being there I was like, I can see myself here. Like I didn’t I didn’t even see like the 

rest of the campus. Like I didn’t know where [28:00] Pembroke was, like I didn’t see Thayer, 

like I didn’t see anywhere else. I literally just went to main green. And I was like, yeah, I could 

do this. So then I remember I went to the computer in like the Student Center in Faunce, and I 

like emailed them saying I accepted their offer from the waitlist.  

 

MM: Wow, you did that from campus?  

 

YY: Yea.  

 

MM: That’s so cool. That gives me goosebumps. That’s really neat. 
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YY: Yeah. 

 

MM: So you decided to come to Brown and what was that transition like? So it sounds like it 

was on your mind anyways, this is going to be a big transition to Rhode Island, that’s very 

different than California. What was that transition period like?  

 

YY: Like of me being a freshman basically? I think, I think it was really difficult like probably 

harder than I imagined. More so because like I, I was homesick, but not necessarily in the way 

that I wanted my parents all around me. Part of the reason I also chose to go to Brown was like to 

gain another [29:00] a different sense of my own independence and autonomy because, like I 

said, like, my parents have been very protective of me growing up. And so I, I didn’t get to go 

out a lot, I had to, like, get their permission to do things and like, they really did that because 

they love me and they wanted to, you know, secure my safety. But also it meant that like, I didn’t 

get to explore much or like I had to like, wait on them to make decisions and I didn’t want to do 

that anymore. And I also knew that if I went to UC San Diego that was like a more probable 

thing of happening because I was like, physically closer to home and like, therefore could go 

home more often. So part of it was like me seeking my own autonomy, but even then, like during 

freshman year I was like, homesick for like, like the sun and like, like the people like I didn’t 

know anyone coming to Brown like, like, I knew like – people even though people from my 

public school, were super smart not a lot of them [30:00] applied to Brown. Like, we weren’t like 

a liberal arts high school like they were very much more into STEM things. And I know people 

here are STEM, but it’s still like a STEM liberal arts kind of vibe versus they were just like hard 

STEM and it made a lot more sense for them to go to the UCs rather than like all the way across 

the country for some liberal arts college. And even if they didn’t apply to ivies, it was like 

Harvard and Yale and it wasn’t like this really liberal school that was Brown, right? So the only 

like, person I knew there was like, two or three years above me, like people really didn’t go to 

Brown from my school.  

 

MM: Do you have a kind of a picture snapshot of like a first memory you have?  
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YY: Yeah. I think one of the first memories I had was like, coming to Brown and remembering 

my, my parents helping me move in, but then they had to leave. And that was like, I had to do 

everything myself, you know, and it was like this idea of like, yeah, I got the autonomy, [31:00]   

But like, fuck, like, you know, now I have to do – 

 

MM: How do I do this? 

 

YY: Yeah. And I wasn’t really close with any friends yet so I couldn’t ask them for help. I 

wasn’t that close with my roommate yet. So it was kind of like this loneliness or solitude that 

wasn’t very familiar with because at that point I’d always had like my brother or my parents or 

like some friends or something. And now I was like seriously on my own. So I think that 

transition was super difficult. And also at the time, my best friend who’s now my partner was 

abroad in Myanmar, because he’s also Burmese, and he also because he was abroad he didn’t 

have like good Wi Fi. So I also didn’t get to talk to him until like, a few weeks into school. So 

like I was like, super like, here you go.  

 

MM: Yeah. Void.  

 

YY: Yeah. 

 

MM: So that must have been a very challenging start to your experience, which I think a lot of 

students have in various ways. So you get into [32:00] your classes, right? And so then you’re 

also dealing with like the open curriculum, right? So what was that like for you? Because I’m 

sure, I have a feeling you were maybe on a more direct path. Did you continue towards medical 

school or tell us about your educational bent like, what happened, what happened next?  

 

YY: Yeah, I guess like, the next thing that happened was even though it was an open curriculum 

it didn’t, it didn’t really translate that differently. Like, I wasn’t super stressed about it because I 

had still planned to be pre–med so I, I kind of had this like whole like, okay, I didn’t get into the 

programs oh well, like, I’ll just do the regular pre–med route, right?  
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MM: Yeah.  

 

YY: So a lot of my classes were kind of already filled with pre–med classes. But when I did 

have, I had like, one or two extra slots, so like my freshman fall in those extra slots, I took like 

poetry, like introduction to poetry as a first year seminar. And then I also took American Sign 

Language one. 

 

MM: Cool. [33:00]   

 

YY: Yeah. So I started taking sign language around that time as well.  

 

MM: So, your pre–med classes, so let’s, what, let’s see – what year are we in?  

 

YY: That’s 2015. 

 

MM: 2015. Okay, so you’re pre–med classes, what’s the makeup of the class? How many 

women are in those classes at this point? Are they heavily, are they diverse? I don’t know what a 

pre–med class looks like.  

 

YY: That’s a good question. I think there’s definitely women like it’s, there’s, so I was taking – 

freshmen fall I was taking chem 330 which is like, kind of like, so there was like chemistry 100 

which is like the first chemistry class you took and then chemistry 330 was like the second class 

that she took. And I was able to do that because I took AP chemistry in high school. So there was 

definitely a lot of women. I remember a lot of people of color mainly because being a doctor is 

like a very coveted profession in, in, especially I think like, like a [34:00] Asian household, or   

AAPI household – Asian American, Asian American Pacific Islander households. And so I 

remember a lot of that. I don’t remember the other, the fourth class that I took that I did take. Oh, 

I think it was, I want to say it was personality in psychology. I yeah, I think that’s right. So yeah, 

there was, there was women for sure. But I wouldn’t be surprised if someone told me there were 

more men in that class.  
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MM: Did you feel, did you hear the call? I mean, I know Brown University, like many colleges 

and universities, have made a deep push to get more women into STEM. Right?  

 

YY: Yeah.  

 

MM: And so, like, what do you think about that? 

 

YY: I think it’s a nice sentiment. [laughter] [35:00] I’m like, very jaded with the world. So I 

think I understand like where that’s coming from, and I don’t disagree with it. Like, I think it’s to 

me like a very obvious answer, like, yes, of course, there should be more women in STEM, but 

there should also be more women everywhere. So like, I don’t know what to tell you there. And I 

think like, I think it’s like, very needed, of course, but I think, I think in some ways, I, I kind of 

have a lot of weariness about that discourse, because it seems very, or at least the way it comes 

off to me is very simplistic. Like this whole, just, like just get more women in there. And I’m 

like, cool. How? Like, how are we going to do that? And, and which women are you talking 

about? Right, like, are we talking just about like white women? Are we also including like, POC 

women? Are we also like talking about like, folks from the queer community? Like what about 

the disability community? Like, which are questions I have more now so then, I did [36:00]   

before. But that, that’s kind of where my, my thoughts usually lie with that. 

 

MM: So tell us, so let’s go deeper into your time on campus. So you are kind of used to you’re 

taking your first classes and you’re having your first experiences on campus. Let’s talk about 

highs and lows. So you’re here, like, give us some more snapshots and pictures, paint us a 

picture.  

 

YY: I guess it depends which picture you want. So there’s a couple I could give you, right? Like, 

there’s one I can give you with regards to like my activism work.  

 

MM: Let’s do it. 

 

YY: There’s another one I can do with my individual self.  
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MM: Let’s hear both.  

 

YY: Okay. I think it might make more sense to give the individual one first because it will 

inform the activist one. So the individual one I remember – you know how there’s different ways 

you can remember years like you can either remember it in good times, bad times, or like 

significant moments or like, time is, [37:00] is a, is a subjective thing in that sense, right? Like 

it’s very malleable and so a lot of the time, I don’t always remember which classes I took when, 

but if I do look back to my previous years throughout college, I can remember them in terms of 

when I began to identify, delve more into my identity, right. So I say this because I, this is 

something I tell that it’s like public. It’s not necessarily secret, but I identify as a mentally ill, 

slash Mad with a capital M, slash psychiatrically disabled or just disabled, Asian woman of 

color. And I could have not, I could not have said that kind of thing when I was a freshman. And 

so like that kind of progression of my identity is something I hold a lot to my time here at 

Brown.  

So when I was a freshman, I saw myself a little more of an ally because I had supported, 

peer supported a lot of [38:00] my friends back in high school. But then freshman year, so I got 

involved with Project LETS which is a mental, a student organization that focuses on mental 

health advocacy in terms of peer support, education and resources, and institutional change. So I 

got involved with them really my freshman spring. And during that time, the snapshot there is 

that I began to realize I could have an eating disorder that is very, that I at the time called 

orthorexia. And orthorexia is not as well–known of an eating disorder. It’s, it’s basically when 

you’re excessively concerned with eating clean or healthy foods, and then also working out 

excessively. So it’s, it’s that. And so, but at the time I could only say that I had orthorexia or 

[39:00] I had an eating disorder. I couldn’t say that I had a mental illness, which was a really 

interesting dichotomy there. So that’s the snapshot that I got from my freshman year.  

Sophomore year, I got the snapshot of that – oh, and also, the end of my freshman year is 

when I got my first panic attack. So then my sophomore year I started, I started realizing and 

identifying with having generalized anxiety disorder. 

 

MM: What was that first anxiety attack? What did that feel like for you? 
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YY: So going back the end of my freshman spring just to keep – 

 

MM: Yes. 

 

YY: The chronology, the chronology there. Like my first panic attack, I still remember it, it was 

because of finals. And it was, I never had experienced, I, looking back later, I realized I did have 

panic attacks before, but that was like the first one I fully recognized as a panic attack and that 

was so, [40:00] so fully intense for me. So it was, it was a lot of kind of intense crying, like a 

kind of screaming, a kind of like, I was like disembodied from myself, but in so much pain at the 

same time. Like feeling like I wanted to flee. Feeling super overwhelmed and that nothing was 

going right. Just like this sense of like, it was hard to just exist. And it was like this like, like 

mental turbulence of like not being able to handle that in that moment. 

 

MM: Was it a slow role? Was it going on for like a series of days or was it something that was 

like a crescendo about like a lightning bolt?  

 

YY: I think I didn’t realize it at the time, but there’s a buildup. So it, it happens [41:00] with like 

something I call, now I interpret as like mental nausea. And it’s like this buildup of anxiety, or 

rumination and like fear, and stress, and whatnot. And so it becomes like, I call it mental nausea 

because when you’re nauseous you have to like consciously like trying to not be nauseous. 

 

MM: Yeah. 

 

YY: You’re like steadying yourself you’re like trying to actively cope with being nauseous and 

in the same way, like, I was like, on the verge of like tears a lot of time I was like, close to 

breaking down and, and then I finally just had to, like, mentally throw up, aka, like, have a panic 

attack to finally release it all. And like it, in the same way that, that vomiting isn’t always so 

great in the moment. Like afterward you feel that like release, like it’s, like it’s out you know? 

It’s like a different kind of catharsis, right? And I’m not saying like, oh, everyone should have 

panic attacks, but I’m saying for me like, it’s, it’s like a different way [42:00] that my body, 

sometimes it’s like a last resort that my body needs to do in order for me to feel calm again, 
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right? Very analogous to vomiting, which is why I use that analogy. So there was a buildup, but 

then it really only lasted for like less than 20 or 30 minutes, the actual panic attack. Yeah.  

 

MM: So you have your first experience with this.  

 

YY: Yes.  

 

MM: And so you’ve got issues around eating and then this panic attack. And then that kind of, so 

tell us more sort of – So you’re keeping this yourself at first, are you beginning, you said that 

you were an ally, a peer ally. And so then as it becomes your own story where do those things 

come together? 

 

YY: Yeah. So during my spring, I started realizing that I was actually not just an ally like I was 

someone with lived experience. And so I started being more involved in the community in that 

right, [43:00] because I could identify with it in that way. And I think having Project LETS and 

that community, and you’ll see this as a trend throughout all my years, like having Project LETS 

there as a community so that I could figure out my identity, so I could be embraced as I was, 

rather than, like dismissed, I think was very crucial to me being able to have an identity positive 

lens on myself in terms of mental illness and disability. Otherwise, I think I wouldn’t have told 

people right, like, so I did tell close friends, but like a lot of people do. But I think the difference 

was that I could like go to these weekly meetings and be like, “Yeah, I had my first panic attack. 

It sucked,” you know, and people would be like, “Yeah, I know. It sucks.” Like, or like, “Oh, 

like, here’s some things that have helped me in the past,” or like, just people being like, “Yeah, 

like, are you okay?” Like, like, there’s not judgment, you know, there’s not scorn there’s not 

pity. There’s just like, oh, dude, [44:00] I know, you know.  

 

MM: When did that initiative, that group form? Do you have any idea how far back it goes? 

 

YY: Oh dude, I could tell you all about LETS. Project LETS is actually like a national – so now 

I’m turning on another hat – but Project LETS is actually a national nonprofit. 
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MM: Okay.  

 

YY: And what I’m talking about right now is Project LETS at Brown so it’s our university 

chapter, but the organization itself, also LETS is all in caps. It stands for let’s erase the stigma. 

 

MM: Okay. 

 

YY: And there’s no apostrophe, it’s just LETS. But that national nonprofit was founded in 2013 

in response to a school district’s kind of oppressive, disrespectful, approach to, in response to a 

student dying by suicide. And so that founder Stefanie [45:00] Lyn Kaufman, came to Brown, 

and then started the university chapter here as well.  

 

MM: Okay.  

 

YY: And that chapter I believe started, I want to say actually, okay, my bad, 2013 is when the 

chapter started – 

 

MM: Here at Brown. 

 

YY: But, but the national nonprofit started when Stefanie was in high school.  

 

MM: Okay. 

 

YY: So it was before then actually. 

 

MM: Okay. 

 

YY: Yeah, because I remember LETS had been around for a few years before I got there.  

 

MM: Okay.  
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YY: But yeah. 

 

MM: That’s a really important history you’re providing. That’s going to be really important for 

listeners – 

 

YY: Yeah.  

 

MM: To learn about that.  

 

YY: Yeah.  

 

MM: So you become involved in this in this organization. So continue. So tell us about what that 

experience has been like on campus being part of that community.  

 

YY: Yeah, I think – 

 

MM: And again those snapshots, those pictures.  

 

YY: Yes. So as you can see, they’re both like kind of intertwined here, but I can get more into 

the activists things later. [46:00] I’m just going to try to go by snapshot of the years. So snapshot 

of sophomore year was me realizing I had Generalized Anxiety Disorders because pre-med 

classes were getting harder. I started having more panic attacks, like panic attacks or just anxiety 

attacks where I needed to flee, but I wouldn’t necessarily like have as like a full throttle panic 

attack if that makes sense. So that was, I really remember sophomore year is just a time of a lot 

of pain. Because I didn’t like these pre-med classes. I was doing it more just so I could get to this 

end goal of like helping people. But these classes were about like science and I was like, I don’t 

really give two shits about this. And, and the classes are like very, like there’s so much work 

involved, like you have to really dedicate yourself to it and I was like, I don’t really like this. 

[47:00] So, I started identifying with having generalized anxiety disorder at that time as well. I 

started getting more involved with LETS. And I ended up doing like, I started, I got training as a 

peer mental health advocate, or PMHA my, my – I got that training, I believe when I was 
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actually a freshman. During my spring and then sophomore fall, I started actually being a peer 

counselor. And then I, so I started doing workshops and trainings as a PMHA and then I, also 

during sophomore spring, and also during sophomore year, I worked with a committee on the 

second annual Ivy League Mental Health Conference that was held at Brown and I was logistics 

co-chair. [48:00]  

 

MM: Cool. 

 

YY: So, yeah, it’s already like, yeah, I’m already like kind of ramping up the work a lot as a 

sophomore. And then, and then sophomore spring I, I had to declare my major, my 

concentration, and I did that. I remember I did that over spring break and I was going to declare 

for psychology SCB, or Bachelor of Science, because I knew I was pre-med so it was going to fit 

anyway and then in the moment of like, me declaring I was like, I actually don’t want to do this 

anymore! 

 

MM: Oh my god. I knew it. 

 

YY: Yeah. 

 

MM: That’s so inspiring though. That’s really inspiring. 

 

YY: Yeah, so it – 

 

MM: Difficult, but so inspiring. 

 

YY: So I realized that to come to terms with that. So actually, it’s interesting because in that 

moment, I was like, I don’t want to do psychology anymore. I wasn’t quite decided yet on pre-

med things, but just hold, hold your horses because that will come. [laughter] [49:00]   

So I realized I didn’t want to do a, a psychology major anymore because I basically 

exhausted all of what I got, wanted to get out of psychology, which was basically more of the 

personality, social things. I wasn’t interested in, like the cognitive stuff like the visual stuff like, 
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like child psychotherapy, like I wasn’t interested in any of that. As cool as they were like, they 

have their own places for sure. But I was like, nope, not going to use my time here at Brown for 

that. So I started thinking about like, well, what if I did an independent concentration or 

independent major, basically one where I made my own major, because I knew another person in 

LETS named Dorothy Jiang who, who created her own independent concentration in criti – in 

intersectional mental health. And so I was very inspired by that. I was like, “Wow, Dorothy, 

you’re so cool. Maybe I’ll do something too.” And so I [50:00] started thinking about an, an IC 

in medical anthropology of mental health, but that name is not going to stick. So don’t hold too 

tight on to that. And so I started thinking about that, but I declared my concentration because you 

have to sophomore spring and then my junior spring, my junior fall on the plane to, to, from 

California to here I remember, I was like writing in my laptop it was as we were flying, and I 

realized they didn’t want to be pre-med anymore either. [laughter] 

So really, I’ve gone through like half of my college career and then I was like, I’m going 

to turn now I don’t want to do this anymore. Because I was I, I basically came to this conclusion 

of like, being a doctor is not necessarily so bad, but I didn’t want to do it anymore because it was 

such a big investment of time, and energy, and labor, and money, when what I [51:00] had 

concluded was like, I was already helping so many people as like a PMHA and like, on the 

conference, and I was like, and I don’t even have a degree yet! And so it was like, Well, why do 

I need to like put in years and years more of time, energy, stress, labor, money, lots of money, 

when, to help people when I’m already doing it? So it didn’t really make that much sense to me 

to keep going, but I had already declared my classes so I still needed to take physiology my 

junior fall. And so I, I did that but I, my decision to, so that’s kind of like where my inkling of 

not wanting to be pre-med started. And then it was a really solidated – or really solidified my 

junior fall because I was also taking physics. And I already took one other physics class the last 

spring and so I was taking the other one now and I [52:00] hated it. And I was like, why am I 

doing this and then I was also taking another class in Africana Studies that was called Race, 

Sexuality, and Mental Disability History by an amazing postdoc fellow named Nic Ramos. And 

in his class, I basically learned more about the medical industrial complex and like the kind of 

social control like the cultural implications of that, and how that affected the way that we saw 

mental illness, and how doctors were kind of in some ways a pawn in that whole scheme, and I 

didn’t want to be a part of that scheme. So that, that was just when I was like in the middle of the 
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semester I think I was like, I’m definitely not being pre-med. I’m going to drop physics, I’m just 

going to take three classes, and that’s it.  

And I remember I had to tell my parents about it and it was a point of contention for a 

while. And my IC [53:00] was also a point of contention, but they eventually accepted it and I 

started building the fuck out of my IC. And that is another, another crossroad. Another kind of 

anecdote because the Curricular Resource Center, the CRC, they made a new guideline where 

folks who wanted to make an IC had to submit their first proposal by a certain date more so that 

just to get people started earlier, because otherwise they would start later and then if they had to 

fix something, it would be too late and then they can’t get the IC approved. So I learned that the 

first proposal due date was November 1st, and I was like, oh my [54:00] god, I haven’t worked 

on anything for my IC. So basically all of October, pretty much every day I worked on this 

proposal for my independent concentration. And that whole time I called it medical anthropology 

of mental health. And then that very last day when it was due - like the day of - I met with 

someone to like, check with them, and then they told me, “Yeah, like, I’m in anthropology and I 

don’t think what you’re describing is medical anthropology.” And I was like, “Really? You’re 

really going to tell me this the day of,” like, “You’re telling me I need to make another name?” 

So I, I was like, filled with so much anxiety. I almost lost it. But in the end, I ended up calling it 

what it is now, which is Critical Mental Health Studies, which is actually a much, much better 

name.  

 

MM: It’s a great name. 

 

YY: Because I think it reflects more accurately how I’m taking a lot more of a, a systemic 

approach to it. How I’m looking at it more as like [55:00] how I’m looking at mentally ill folks 

or ment, or individuals who identify, who have lived experience with mental health issues like 

however folks may identify as a marginalized community. Very analogous to like ethnic studies 

or Gender and Sexuality Studies like kind of just taking that approach but applying it to mental 

illness. So it’s very akin to disability studies as well.  

And so that happened, it wasn’t approved the first time so I had to revise it and then 

submit it again my spring semester and that’s when it finally got approved. So basically, like 

three fourths during my college career I finally got this proof approved. [laughter]  
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MM: But it’s happening now.  

 

YY: But it’s happening now. And I was okay with it because the classes that I was taking were 

classes I wanted to take anyway and I think in some ways, this is where I attribute Brown’s open 

curriculum, like I don’t think in any other place I would have been able to get away with that 

because I was taking pre-med recs and then I managed to like fit my pers - [56:00]   

psychology classes I took into my concentration so it wasn’t as if I was doing nothing, but I had 

like a hell of a lot more to catch up on like up until basically up my first half of college I was 

doing STEM classes, social science, and then now I really had to catch up on like liberal arts, 

history, like essay writing, like so many different things that I never got to do as a pre-med. So 

that was also really challenging in and of itself I believe. 

And also during this time so that was kind of one snapshot is like this IC happening. 

Another snapshot was that I started identifying as having pure OCD or which, which basically 

means it’s a more mental branch of OCD. So typically OCD is more seen as like, physical 

compulsions, like needing to check lights or needing to clean and I did have some of that 

growing up. But nowadays, it’s a lot more mental where I would have like intrusive thoughts that 

I can’t help, [57:00] or like I would ruminate or like mentally check on things so like math took 

me a long time because I would like check on like the numbers quite a few times before I could 

turn it in. So I started identifying with that my junior year and also during junior year I started 

being chapter co-coordinator of Project LETS at Brown. So that was another thing that was 

happening throughout all this time with my IC and also my personal things. So that was junior 

year. That’s like the most highlights from junior year. 

 

MM: Sounds like a big year.  

 

YY: Big year. Oh, and then also junior year, I started working on more disability things. So I, I 

can go more into depth about the story and I also can, I can also refrain, but essentially what 

happened was my junior fall, I started thinking about having like a designated space [58:00] on 

campus for Project LETS because Project LETS had all these PMHAs and we had talked about 

what if we had a place where we could do PMHA open hours. And I remember Stef and Molly, 

the previous predecessors, talking about how it sucked that we didn’t have a space to all 
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ourselves because we had, we had this thing called the Nightly Room which happens at night in 

Faunce Memorial, where we have like a bunch of art supplies and there are PMHAs that staff it, 

so it’s kind of like a midnight crisis room of sorts where, or even if you’re not in crisis you can 

come and hang out and decompress or like do homework there. It’s like a very chill place. But 

even then, we had to, like keep moving around the art supplies. We couldn’t just leave it in one 

place. So I remember Stef was like, I wish we just had a place for Project LETS and I remember 

I brought that up at a corporation meeting from the Brown Corporation - 

 

MM: Wow. Yeah. 

 

YY: When I got a chance to meet them. And then from there, I started thinking about well, what 

if we had a place [59:00] for not just like, LETS, or not just mentally ill folks, but what if we had 

a place for like, disabled folks like in general like -  

 

MM: Yes.  

 

YY: And so that’s kind of in October, I still remember of my junior fall. That was when the idea 

of like a disability center was born for me. So from then on, I started working with my other 

chapter co-coordinator, Matthew Flathers, who’s also graduating my year, and we both started 

looking into it, like seeing how we can make it happen.  

 

MM: That’s a big push.  

 

YY: And -  

 

MM: I know you’re in the process right now.  

 

YY: Yes!  

 

MM: Okay.  
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YY: So it’s definitely a continuing story. It’s definitely my present. And we were very inspired 

by what’s now called the U-FLi Center, the Undocumented First Generation Low Income Center 

that’s housed at the SciLi, or the Sciences Library, and that was founded by a first gen at Brown, 

first gens at Brown, which is another student org. And we saw the way, I was looking at the 

[1:00:00] history and I was so inspired by the way they did it because I think it had opened my 

junior fall or something. So it was like, I was like, or the year previous. It was like super recent. 

 

MM: I need to interview someone from there. 

 

YY: Yeah. 

 

MM: That would be great. 

 

YY:  Yeah. So they, I saw them do it and I was like, well, I think we should have a disability 

center. So we started looking into it. We started getting connected to folks outside of Brown 

about it. We started talking to admin about it. And then we started gathering. So there was kind 

of like, a lot of that talking and resource finding my junior fall and then Junior spring we started 

launching, we started looking for students who would help. So we started assembling a board 

and we wanted to do it cross disability. So we both knew we were both from Project LETS and 

had more experience with neurodivergence or mental illness, and - neurodivergence and mental 

illness because they’re not necessarily one in the same - but we started [1:01:00] contacting other 

student groups to see who would want to be involved and then we had our first unofficial Brown 

Cross Disability Board of sorts. And, and then from there, so that was the end of my junior 

spring. And then from there, we decided that we wanted to be an official student group. So then 

just last semester, you know, we’re catching up with the present, just last semester, we became 

an official student group. I became lead coordinator. 

 

MM: And what’s the official name of the official student group.  

 

YY: Now it’s called Disability Justice at Brown which is shortened to DJAB.  
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MM: Okay. 

 

YY: All caps. And that’s, the origins of that group is very much born out of my work with LETS. 

 

MM: Super important to have the story.  

 

YY: And so that that happened and it could not have happened - [1:02:00]   

It was not just me by any means, like there was, there was Matt, there are other folks who are in 

that original board like Rowan Potter who is also graduating -  

 

MM: Who is going to be doing an interview.  

 

YY: Yeah. So there’s Rowan, Malana was in that first group and so like now we can see present 

day characters get involved, right?  

 

MM: Malana’s going to do an interview as well.  

 

YY: Yes. Which I’m so glad because she has so much to tell. 

 

MM: I know. 

 

YY: So, there’s so many people involved and, and then you know, now we’re here. So, so, so 

then I’ll go back to senior fall. We became an official student group, I was still chapter co-

coordinator of LETS so I was doing two group things. So I basically had been doing to group 

things since my junior fall. So I was really burnt out. And then I started kind of not being able to 

really do much for either like I was kind of, I had a lot of my, on my plate, especially [1:03:00]   

because like as a, as a senior I was, as a mentally ill disabled woman of color, like I was just 

already struggling with other things.  

 

MM: Yes.  
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YY: And in addition to doing all this work and the work that I’m doing didn’t just apply in terms 

of like workshops and presentations, although we definitely did those. We have a lot of 

collaborations with different like academic courses, student groups, like Brown departments, but 

for me, a lot of the labor really came from meeting with admin a lot for institutional change. And 

so I was, I had done like an innumerable amount of a number of meetings by that time. And so I 

was really burnt out and so our PMHA coordinator, Judith Lao, had to like really kind of take 

over more so. And Matt started also needing to take care of himself. So he had to also [1:04:00]   

step back. So it was kind of also a tumultuous time, because everything was a mess. But it turned 

out for the better I think, because like DJAB, even though it wasn’t super active, it was still 

there. And I think that’s really important to note that even though it wasn’t like doing a ton of 

shit that first semester like it was alive. And I think it was important for that because then this 

semester we started doing a hell of a lot and Malana can definitely give you, I would recommend 

like you asking about that from her perspective, but yeah, I could, I could tell you all the things 

that we’re doing now. So what’s happening now is like I am taking a more advisor role for 

Project LETS so technically in name, I’m also still a chapter co-coordinator, but I’m not really 

active hands on anymore. I’m a lot more like I still can go on meetings under that name, but I’m 

a lot more of like, here if they have any questions. [1:05:00] So basically the focus became that 

this semester while, because we know I’m going to leave, because I’m leaving, because I’m 

definitely leaving. 

 

MM: Yeah. 

 

YY: But was this idea of like, what’s next because one thing that was hard for me, I think 

coming in my junior fall as chapter co-coordinator was like, there wasn’t a lot of easing into it, it 

was a lot like, here you go. And Stef and Molly tried their best for what they had. So I kind of 

envisioned them as generation one of Project LETS. And they didn’t have a team, it was just the 

two of them who really did everything. And so to go from that, to like, a whole leadership team 

was really big. And so I don’t fault them at all for not like easing me into it. But I also wanted to 

be like, well, now I’m going to try to ease in generation three, because I’m generation two. And 

so especially me knowing that I am leaving and that there’s like a lot of institutional connections 

we need to keep up, a lot of collaborations we want to make sure we maintain like, we want to 
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keep spreading our [1:06:00] reputation and making sure people know that we’re a resource that 

they can use. 

This semester really became for LETS, in my eyes, a transition period where like, I could 

be here at the same time, but they could start basically the next generation while I’m still here. 

So like, they would basically be doing what I was doing my junior fall, except while I’m still 

around, and while still other old leadership folks are still around so we can help them if they 

have any questions or like, it’s not so on the rocks where they kind of, they get to go through 

those rocky steps rather than just this fall they figure it out on their own while we’re not there 

anymore, and like we would have to message them, it would just be a lot harder, especially 

because there was so much more going on now. And in that same way, I took that approach this 

like transition approach to DJAB because it’s such a new organization, but I’m already leaving. 

And so my focus has definitely been now that I’m, [1:07:00] have a less active role in Project 

LETS I’ve really been focusing more on DJAB. And so I’ve been trying to establish connections, 

think of sustainable - tools for sustainability, thinking about a platform of how we can 

communicate so that future groups can like organize better and also build community more 

easily. And so like all of these kind of organizational strategy things that I’ve learned over the 

years have really accumulated so that I can ensure that DJAB has longevity and solidarity as it 

continues on.  

And that’s kind of where more of my focus has definitely led me and also where my IC 

has also informed like, like I see myself as a scholar activist, because I don’t, I personally don’t 

want to delve into academic theory or academia in general, if it’s not going to apply [1:08:00]   

to people or real communities in some way. So a lot of the things that I learned in my 

independent major I apply to my work as an activist as well. 

 

MM: So we are coming up on time, but I do want to ask you, you know, just a couple last 

questions. So you are headed out to the next chapter. Do you know where you might be headed? 

That’s question one. And number two. This is your interview. So if there’s something you want 

to make sure you get on the record here today that maybe we didn’t cover I want to make sure to 

give you that opportunity.  

 

YY: Yeah, in terms of where I’m headed. I’m definitely going back to California. I miss the sun.  
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MM: And leave Rhode Island? Come on! Yeah, yeah. 

 

YY: Rhode Island’s nice, but I think my heart is just always with California. So I’m going back 

there for sure. Especially to be with my [1:09:00] parents and then my partner will be there as 

well. And as for what’s next, I’ve contemplated grad school, but if I am doing grad school, I’m 

definitely doing like one or two gap years, at least before I go back in. And if I did, it would 

probably be for like disability studies or critical disability studies, maybe a PhD. Who knows. 

And then I’m planning to get a job there. Right now I’m looking into a lot of peer support, 

mental health advocacy, disability related jobs. So basically continuing the work that I’ve done 

here at Brown. 

 

MM: All the experience that you’ve built.  

 

YY: Yeah. And then, in terms of anything that I want to mention, I think I, I always just want to 

emphasize, whenever I tell my story is that it’s not just a picture of me or like, I guess, I guess I 

always want to redirect from the individual to the collective and I want to say that like [1:10:00]   

even though I told you what happened with me like it wasn’t just my work and it was never just 

my labor, because I, even growing up that phrase like “it takes a village to raise a child” very 

much applied to me. I had so many relatives take care of me I had, I went to a Burmese Buddhist 

monastery where I basically had unlimited aunts and uncles who all took care of me as if I were 

their child, like I saw so much endless generosity, unconditional love and compassion from 

people growing up. And I like to think that I have kept that with me and have used that to fuel 

the work that I do now. And so in the same way, like everything I do now is made possible 

because of those people who raised me, made possible because of the love and care and 

empowerment that the Project LETS community gave me ever since I came here, and even now 

with like the DJAB [1:11:00] community who I work with has, has gotten me here has put this 

person that you hear or see today, right? And so I, I guess like I never, I always want to like take 

ownership of my accomplishments, but I think it would be almost like a disservice to not 

mention like, all the, all the work and love and time that people have invested in me and I, I want 

to own up to the fact that like, I’m privileged in different ways, like I’m simultaneously 

marginalized and privileged. And so if I’m to talk about how I am a mentally ill or disabled 
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Asian woman of color I also need to talk about how I’m at an Ivy League school and like how 

my parents, even though they’re immigrants, were put in such a way, have worked in, I don’t 

know if I would say have worked in such a way like it ended up that [1:12:00] they are 

comfortably, like middle class. And so I don’t need to worry about like tuition or things. And so 

I need to recognize, like my financial privilege in like that right, or like how I don’t identify as 

queer. So like, I also have like another privilege in that. And so I think it’s really important to 

remember like in these stories, like, even though I’m telling my story, there’s like still a lot of 

other aspects that I don’t have in here. And that there’s a lot of people behind me that you won’t 

see or hear in this interview, unless I’m bringing them up the way that I am now. And so I guess 

like, even though this is my interview, I still see it as like, the culmination of a lot of collective 

love that I’ve been given. And that’s the kind of collective love that I want to sustain and spread 

for others. And that has very much fueled my work throughout my time here at Brown, and 

hopefully in the future.  

 

MM: Okay, well, I’m going to stop there because that’s, I think, a really beautiful, lovely way to 

end. [1:13:00] I want to thank you for sharing your time with us today. Your interview now 

becomes part of the Pembroke Center’s Oral History Project for 100 years to come. Hopefully 

people will be streaming your interview and learning about all the things that you have 

contributed to the Brown campus, the subject of student mental health overall. And it will be 

coming deep research resource. So thank you very much.  

 

YY: Yeah. 

 

--END-- 


